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 Accidentals only apply to the notes they directly precede except in the case of immediate repetitions or where score-space is 
lacking. Some complex chords have the naturals omitted, but the letter-names are provided nearby for clarity. Elsewhere naturals 
have been omitted for reasons of space—only inflections are shown.  
 

 The score is notated at approximately 3cm = 1 second, except during accelerandi and rallentandi. Tempi are somewhat abstract; 
players are encouraged to find a velocity that suits them. Gracenote notation is not rigorous, with no distinction being made in 
the notation between in-time and out-of-time graces—the player should use context as a guide. 
 

 Dynamic profile: there are ten dynamic steps in this work— 
 

ppppp—pppp —ppp—pp—p—mf—f—ff—fff—ffff 
 

There is no mp  dynamic; mf  is considered to be midway between p and f. (Poco) written near a dynamic means to slightly 
understate it. A horizontal stroke (—) following a dynamic emphasises that it continues uniformly until contradicted; a slash (/) 
immediately between dynamics means an abrupt change.  
 

Dynamics should be not be treated as a simple linear soft→loud: they function as variations in the local context.  
 

 Pauses are treated intuitively in this score.  
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